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Pleasures: Women Write Erotica. 
Edited by Lonnie Harbach 
(New York: Doubleday, 1985) 

by Ruth Ann Hendriclcson, Department of English, The Ohio State UniYtrsity 

To earn money, in 1940-41, Anais Nin and a 
f cw other hungry artists turned out erotica at 
a dollar a page for a patron who wanted 
details of sex and little poetry in the writing. 
Nin discovered that few good writers bad 
really tried their hands at erotica, but she also 
discovered something about the writing of 
erotica: 

I have a feeling that Pandora's box is the 
mysteries of woman's sensuality, so 
different from man's and for which man's 
language is inadequate. The language of 
sex has yet to be invented. (Diary, vol 3, 
pp. 100.IOl) 

Male writers have explored these mysteries, 
have tried to unlock the secrets of female 
sexuality in writings as different (and as 
similar) as Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure, 
Justine, and Confessions of an English Maid 
We read Cleland's Fanny Hill, Erica Jong's 
Fanny, Nin's Delta of Venus - but the 
mysteries remain unsolved, the language of sex 
undisclosed. Dr. Lonnie Barbach, of the 
clinical psychology f acuity at the University 
of California, San Francisco, and author of For 
Yourself, Women Discover Orgasm, and For 
Each Other, works in the area of women's 
sexuality. She believes that women need 
erotic material written especially for them, not 
the scattered attempts in romance novels or 
the fantasies of male writers, to "assist women 
in creating an erotic frame of mind" 

Barbach's concerns evolved into Pleasures, 
a collection of erotic stories written by 
women. The stories all bad to meet one 
criterion to be considered for the anthology: 
they had to be based on real experience. 
Barbach's theory is that other women will find 
real life sexual experiences arousing and that 
the recorded experieoces will give women 
"permission to feel good about their sexuality 
and sexual activities." 

Barbacb solicited stories from friends and 
from professional writers. From nearly one 
hundred submissions, she selected 31 stories 
which she arranged thematically into 
categories previously generated in Shared 
Intimacies, a book c~autbored with Linda 
Levine. The categories include the 
relationship (intimacy, first experiences~ 
qualities of erotic moments (anticipation, 
playfulness and humor, the physical, the 
context, power~ and the forbidden (group sex, 
anonymous sex} Lesbian, bisexual, and 
heterosexual experiences are included Some 
of the stories are not about sex at all Brooke 
Newman's "Truckin"' is a teasing erotic game 
between the author in her jeep and the driver 
of an eighteen-wheeled semi-tractor trailer as 
they drive across a bridge over the San 
Francisco Bay. Susan Griffin's beautifully 
written "Viyella" painfully explores the truth 
and distrust of a lesbian relationship. Barbach 
prefaces each section with an introduction that 
discusses the theme, provides authors' 
commentaries, and links the individual stories. 

These stories are written as they really 
happened Barbach wants the writing to have 
"documentary value as well as value as 
erotica." She emphasizes the distinction 
between fiction and real experience and she 
admits that fantasy and reality sometimes 
become confused in relating a sexual 
experience. Nevertheless, she stresses the 
realness of the stories, a characteristic she 
emphasizes by including brief accounts of the 
contributors' feelings while they wrote and 
about what they wrote. 

While the emphasis on real sexual 
experience underscores the need for erotica to 
address female sexuality more honestly and 
realistically, it also diminishes some of the 
potential power of Pleasures. Real sexual 
experience does not necessarily make really 
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exciting sexual writing. If these stories are to 
document women's sexual experiences, they 
should tell us what women find exciting, what 
women think about sex, what women think 
about during sex, how women see their 
partner during sex, etc. But writing about 
personal sexual experience requires the writer 
to tell a story, and storytelling lends itself to 
fiction, no matter bow honestly the teller 
sticks to the facts. 

And what language are the women to use 
to relate their feelings honestly - the language 
of sex learned from all the male erotica they 
have read? Women uncomfortable with the 
words "cock" and "prick" and "cunt" may be 
disturbed to find the words in Pleasures, but 
the acceptable "penis" and "vagina" do not 
make the reading anymore entertaining. There 
are .. ot many "throbbing members" or 
"pul~- .• ng manhoods" in these pages, but I was 
surprised to find a woman using martial sword 
imagery to describe a man. "Sacred grove" and 
"venusian mound" appear as well, but the 
metaphors sound as false as the vernacular as 
these women writers search for ways to write 
about SCL 

Some of the writing falls into the 
problematic area that faces much 
male-authored erotica and pornography and 
which may be at the heart of erotic literature: 
bow do you keep the reader interested in what 
is going on after the first sex scene? Repeated 
sex scenes become boring, deflating, unless the 
author maintains some interest Helen A 
Thomas's "California Quartet" will appeal to 
man_ readers, but the "see how much sex you 
can have in a hot tub" seemed cliched to me 
and devoid of erotic value. However, Jacquie 
Robb's "The Growing Season" weaves a gentle 
sexual scene into an interesting story that 
could have had a cliched ending, but she 
chooses a triumphant conclusion that sustains 
the erotic quality of the story. Perhaps the 
distinction is not in the quality of the real life 
experience, but in the writer's ability to relate 
the story effectively. The unevenness of 
Pleasures reveals Barbacb's weakness as an 
editor. She is obviously qualified to deal with 
questions of sexuality, but her general editing 
falls short 

If the stories arc to provide the stimulus for 
an erotic frame of mind, then they need more 
literary sophistication. My erotic sensibility 
was more than once interrupted by bad 
writing. For example, one of the first stories I 
read was "Seventeen Years, Take Note," by 
Lynn Scott Myers. The time, place, and 
situation appealed to me: 1966, a rural English 
town, a charming English boy in a thickly knit 
sweater. The writer reaches at times, straining 
to capture dialect, to create mood, and to 
recreate emotions, but I read with initial 
interest However, what could have been the 
story's lyrical, erotic conclusion - "He pulled 
me up to kiss me, I tasted my blood, and his 
tears, and salt, and earth, and leaves, and the 
sea, barley, plums, and wine" - is deflated by 
the inexperienced writer's juxtaposition of a 
totally inappropriate line: "Seventeen years 
ago, take note, I did a dumbass thing." She 
tags on a self- indulgent explanation of her 
return to England after having left her lover 
years before. In real experience, that 
explanation matters; it finishes the story. But 
the tag does not matter to the erotica - it 
defeats the high moment created only 
moments before. 

However, there is variety enough in 
Pleasures to appeal to everyone if the reader 
overlooks the lack of literary sophistication 
and the struggles with language. Many will 
find some of the stories offensive - they all 
are by women, but not all by feminists. 
Lesbians may find the fare disappointing, but 
there are a f cw quality stories. If women are 
to write erotica, they need to create an erotica, 
to find a model, to write a new language, not 
to imitate the standards. It will take more 
than the words we rely on to describe sex to 
create an erotica for women who do not want 
what Cleland, Lawrence, or Miller have to 
offer. Women must consider carefully the 
descriptions of sex and their places in those 
descriptions. Women need to feel in control 
of their bodies even when reading erotica; 
women need to feel that the goal of the scene 
is not simply to satisfy the male. 

Barbach's documentation may help to 
dispel the folklore of female sexuality that 
erotica and pornography continue, such as the 



immediate swoon that women are to 
experience at the sight of the phallus. I think 
men and women will find Pleasure enjoyable 
reading. We need a refreshing evaluation of 
erotic literature if we arc to continue in our 
struggle to understand sexual relationships. If 
the editor follows with a collection of fictional 

erotica (as she implies in the introduction), 
and if that erotica is written by good women 
writers, we may be on our way to a better 
understanding of the sometimes confusing 
world of sex. Dr. Lonnie Barbach's Pleasures 
is a good beginning. 

About Reacting and Writing Erotic Storis Written on a Note 
of Optimmn While I am Still Impired by Lonnie Barbach's 
Pleamres and Not Yet Discouraged by My Lack of Skill 

by Susan Kop-pelman, St. l..oflis, MisSOllri 

I have been thinking about writing an 
erotic story for more than a year. For periods 
of days at a time I have been obsessed by that 
challenge and opportunity. It used to be that I 
didn't know how to write an erotic story. Now 
the problem is more that I don't know how to 
write an erotic story. 

Years ago I wrote a novel that a major 
patriarchal publisher agreed to publish if I 
would write some erotic scenes into the book. 
It was a young married woman's On The Road 
The publisher invited me to New York, took 
me to lunch, made his points about how to 
"strengthen" the book, and returned the 
manuscript with a letter reiterating his 
suggestions and including assurances of their 
strong interest in the book. 

I put the book away and never looked at it 
seriously again. I always thought I might 
someday salvage one or two of the really good 
passages. and use them in something else. I 
said to myself at the time that I didn't want to 
write explicit sex scenes because it would 
spoil the pleasure for my mother of me having 
a book published; it would cmbarass me. And 
I wasn't sure how I would feel about it in 
years to come either. I also said that I just 
didn't know how to do that kind of writing. 
But I never really said what I meant by "that 
kind of writing" or asked what they meant by 
"erotic writing." 

I have just finished Lonnie Barbach's 
Pleasures: Women Write Erotica. It is 
brilliant; the editing is visionary. Barbach has 
put together a collection of stories that first of 
all insists and demonstrates that there is 
indeed a woman's side to this story of human 
body loving, of sex. It says, "Hey, guys, you 
aren't doing this thing alone. It's not you and 
your fantasies alone in those beds and 
backseats; it's you and us. And we notice what 
is going on. We havealways been watching. 
We are watching you and how you do it, and 
we are critical But we arc not uninterested in 
the subject itself. We do like sex when it's 
good and we have learned to find that 
goodness in a variety of situations - not all of 
which include you." That is a revolutionary 
statement 

But it is stated by implication only, 
because nothing in the book is addressed to 
men. The book is addressed to women. These 
are stories - supposedly true, although it's out 
on the grapevine that they aren't all true -
about sexual experiences some women have 
enjoyed 

They are exemplary stories. They will no 
doubt inspire criticism, from "the 'craft' of the 
writers leaves something to be desired" to 
"some of those fantasies/stories/experiences of 
pleasure are politically incorrect" And those 
criticisms will be true. And those who 



criticize them will perhaps write other erotic 
stories, stories they approve more of either 
aesthetically or ideologically. What that will 
do is just give us more of what we want -
descriptions of this aspect of our human 
experience in our own authentic voices. 

These arc inspirational stories. They have 
made me realize that back then, in 1963, when I 
declined to infuse my novel with erotic 
episodes, it was because I thought there was a 
"right" way to do those "things" (i.e., a 
convention for the craf t1 and I couldn't do it 
right because my sexual experiences weren't 
like those I had read about The university 
curriculum included some male pornography -
like that written by D.H Lawrence and 
Norman Mailer - and our teachers had told us 
that it was great literature and true about us. 
Being good students, some of us tried hard to 
emulate the women in those novels, and we 
ended up feeling inadequate. We failed to 
become Laurcncian Women. What bullshit! 
They had created sexually inauthentic women, 
models of female sexuality terribly dangerous 
for all of us. But we bought it because we 
were good students. And some of us, 
including me, shrank from writing about sex 
at all. Since we failed in our own lives to 
have "authentic" sexual experiences, i.e., sexual 
experiences like those written about women 
by men - who didn't seem to have liked us 
very much - we felt sexually inexperienced, 
i.e., inauthentic experience doesn't 'count' as 
experience. So we "abandoned" the field of 
"erotica" (read: the describing, defining, and 
recounting of normal human sexuality} 

With the publication of Erica Jong's Fear 
of Flying, Shere Hitc's collection of women's 
sexual fantasies, some wonderful risk-taking 
work by other contemporary women writers, 
especially lesbians, and now with the 
publication of Lonnie Barbach's collection of 
erotic stories by women, suddenly a whole new 
area of human experience has been claimed by 
literary women: women arc defining what 
sexuality is. 

And as some women work to define what 
sexuality is for us, others work to define what 
it is not There is the work of women fighting 

rape, fighting to define it, calling it what it is, 
and getting it stopped 

And then there are the anti-pornography 
women. I haven't quite figured out where 
they fit into all of this, with their strange 
alliances with the radical right, and their 
apparent disregard of the danger to women of 
the threat of censorship - don't they know the 
history of the tactics of oppression? People 
stay in power by banning the publicity, the 
explication, and the advocacy of the ideas of 
those who oppose them. We oppose them. 
They do not want to empower us. If we give 
them an opening for censorship, they will take 
it and use it against us faster than we know 
what hit us. 

The work that Barbach and others are 
accomplishing is putting before the public eye 
a vision of the panoply of f cmalc sexual 
pref crenccs, experiences, and choices. The 
masters arc no longer invisible before their 
slaves, as was true in the days when we 
women still believed that it was wrong to 
notice or to expose to anyone - other women, 
men, etc. - the misbehavior and inadequacies 
of the men we share our lives with. Now the 
ex- slaves are insisting on our own visibility 
and sharing our experiences. The nakedness 
of men makes them vulnerable. It is very 
radical In its way it is like Rosa Parks 
ref using to go to the back of the bus. 

For me this tradition of a revolutionary 
cadre of women fighting to claim women's 
sexual resources for women begins in its 
current incarnation with Betty Dodson's 
Liberating Masturbation. And there were 
certainly women fighting this fight the last 
time around, too - women like Victoria 
Woodhull and Emma Goldman and others, 
claiming women's right to love, to physical 
love, to sexual pleasure, to ownership of our 
bodies, to sexual fun and adventure. 

Now I want to write erotic stories too, for 
the first time. And I know how to write them 
now. All I have to do is tell what I know 
from my own life - both my real diurnal life 
and my fantasy lif c - of what sex is like for 
me, or what I would like it to be like. Now 
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that I know how to write it, I have to practice 
how to write it It has become a question of 
craft now, not a matter of confusion about 

Sexualffextual Politi~ 
by Toril Moi 
(London & New York: Methuen, 1985) 

what it's all about. I know what sex is all 
about, and it no longer feels either forbidden 
or impossible. 

by Jllditlt Mayne, Center for Women's Studies and DtJH111mat of Romance Languages and Uterat111'es, 
The Ohio State University 

Toril Moi notes in her preface 
to SexuaUTextual Politics that her boot 
constitutes the "first full introduction" to the 
field of feminist literary theory. The term 
theory is essential here. Moi's book is 
somewhat unique in that the author reads 
diverse and representative examples of 
feminist literary criticism for their 
acknowledged and unacknowledged theoretical 
assumptions. All feminist critics, of whatever 
ilk, "do" theory. Hence theory, for Moi, is not 
some special field of critical endeavor, but 
rather the values and beliefs that determine 
why critics ask the kinds of questions they do 
of literary texts. 

Moi's book may well be the first of its 
kind But to structure her inquiry, Moi uses 
an opposition that has become something of a 
commonplace in recent discussions of feminist 
theory. On the one hand we have 
"Anglo-American Feminist Criticism," and on 
the other, "French Feminist Theory." In this 
formulation, the Anglo-American f cminist is 
concerned with the authority of female 
experience, and with the affirmation of a 
positive female identity. The French feminist, 
however, finds the very notion of "experience" 
problematic to begin with, and thus hesitates 
to affirm any notion of identity, whether 
feminine or feminist Experience is central to 
the American feminist (hence the frequent 
charges of empiricism), whereas language is 
central to the French feminist In the realm of 
literary criticism, American feminists are 
concerned with adapting the methodologies of 
existing literary criticism so as to account for 

women's reality, whereas for a critic of the 
French persuasion, it is critical methodology 
itself which demands interrogation, not to 
mention the very notion of a "women's reality." 

While few would deny that there are real 
dif f crcnccs between Anglo-American and 
French f cminism, the opposition bewccn the 
two bas become something of a caricature. 
There may well be some truth to charges that 
the Americans arc theoretically naive and 
empiricist, just as there arc good reasons to 
accuse the French of being overly susceptible 
to the the seductive (or oppressive, depending 
on your point of view) jargon of 
psychoanalysis and deconstruction. Since Moi 
uses as her starting point this opposition 
between the Anglo-Americans and the French, 
one hopes that she will do something 
productive with the opposition rather than 
repeat the same stereotypes. 

Moi's analysis starts off in a prom1s1ng 
direction. Her opening chapter, on feminist 
responses to Virginia Woolf, sets up the terms 
of her discussion. Moi argues convincingly 
that whether they accept or reject Woolf as a 
feminist figure, feminist critics have 
responded to Woolf by ignoring, rather than 
engaging with, her distinctive mode of writing. 
Moi thus uses Woolf as a test case, as it were, 
showing the limitations of "traditional 
humanist" feminist criticism (in other words, 
Anglo- American criticism), and suggesting the 
possibilities of a French-inspired reading. For 
Virginia Woolf "has understood that the goal 
of the f cminist struggle must precisely be to 



deconstruct the death-dealing binary 
oppositions of masculinity and femininity." 

From the outset, then, Moi's sympathies 
seem to lie with the French. In Part One of 
the book, "Angl~American Feminist 
Criticism," Moi proceeds through several 
stages of American and English criticism (the 
focus is primarily American, however~ 
beginning with Kate Millet's Sexual Politics. 
Moi's analysis of Sexual Politics is superb. 
Without discounting the importance of this 
work for the generation of feminist critics that 
came after Millett, Moi nonetheless takes the 
author to task for her overly simplistic view 
of patriarchal ideology. Moi is particularly 
adept at demonstrating how seemingly 
unrelated aspects of Sexual Politics are in fact 
aspects of a single problem. Millett fails to 
acknowledge the work of other women critics, 
for instance; she is not interested in women 
authors and in one of the few instances where 
she does engage with a woman's novel 
(Bronte's Villette) she literally misreads; and 
she caricatures psychoanalysis as a 
prescriptive science. For Moi, all of these 
examples point to Millet's extremely limited 
view of ideology: "Millett's view of sexual 
ideology cannot account for the evident fact 
that throughout history a few exceptional 
women have indeed managed to resist the full 
pressure of patriarchal ideology, becoming 
conscious of their own oppression and voicing 
their opposition to male power." 

While Angl~American feminist criticism 
has undergone a shift in emphasis from 
analysis of "images of women" in texts by male 
authors to exploration and definition of 
women's literature, the problems that Moi 
outlines in Millett's Sexual Politics have 
persisted to this day. While the terms may 
have shifted, from a denunciation of the 
portrayal of women in works by male authors 
to praise of the authentic images of women to 
be found in the works of female authors, 
Angl~American critics continue to assume a 
framework in which "ideology becomes a 
monolithic unified totality that knows no 
contradictions; against this a miraculously 
intact 'femaleness' may pit its strength." 
Referring to Gilbert and Gubar's The 

Madwoman in the Attic, for instance, Moi 
notes that the authors never deal adequately 
with the question of how women have 
managed to write at all 

Overall, then, Moi demonstrates 
convincingly that Angl~ American feminist 
literary criticism does not go far enough, that 
its practitioners assume unproblematically 
certain notions of experience, realism, 
authorship, and - undoubtedly the most 
fundamental of all - ideology. In Part 2, Moi 
turns to French feminist criticism. After some 
preliminary discussion of the ideas of 
philosopher Jacques Derrida and 
psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, Moi turns to 
three French feminists: Helen Cixous, Luce 
Irigaray, and Julia Kristeva. Moi finds that 
these critics explore and evaluate basic 
concepts of language and representation, 
something lacking in the work surveyed in the 
first part of Moi's book. Yet for Moi there 
are problems with the French feminists as 
well Cixous and Irigary both fall into the 
trap of essentialism. While both women 
regard dualism as both the root of sexual 
inequality and the foundation of Western, 
male-centered thought, each defines femininity 
as a spontaneous, creative force that disrupts 
patriarchal logic. Hence, according to Moi, the 
dualism is affirmed: reversed, perhaps, but 
ultimately not challenged Only Julia Kristeva 
manages to avoid this "trap", but Moi's account 
of Kristeva is not convincing. Kristeva 
defines the "feminine" as that which cannot be 
accounted for by patriarchal systems of 
thought, and she asserts a fundamental affinity 
between avant-garde artistic practice and the 
feminine. Kristeva has had, however, little 
interest in women authors, and the avant-garde 
work that she praises is by male artists. Moi 
criticizes all of the French feminists for their 
lack of attention to the real historical 
conditions of women, and she is aware that 
this is a problem for Kristeva as well But 
because Kristeva explores the structures of 
language and representation without 
succumbing to a romanticization of female 
identity, Moi stresses that her work is 
particularly worthy of serious consideration. 



Sexual/Textual Politics has much to 
recommend it Moi's analysis of the 
Anglo-American critics will surely anger many 
feminists, for however much Moi praises some 
positive f caturcs of this kind of literary 
criticism (such as the rediscovery of many 
women writers~ she finds the theoretical 
foundations quite shaky. Moi's discussion of 
French feminist criticism is certainly lucid, 
but Moi brings little new to the discussion. 
One hoped that bringing these two very 
diff crcnt directions together in a single 
analysis would lead to some productive 
dialogue. 

One often bas the impression that 
"representative" critics have been chosen in 
order to maintain a clear tension between the 
differing critical positions of the 
Anglo-Americans and the French. Moi is 
critical of both positions for their lack of a 
"materialistic" analysis. She mentions in 
passing the work of some critics (most of them 
British) in the areas of film and popular 
culture, and notes that this work manages to 

avoid many of the problems noted with both 
the Anglo-American and French f cminist 
positions. However, since Moi's topic is 
feminist literary criticism, discussion of work 
in these tangential fields is left aside. This is 
unfortunate, for to have included discussion of 
this work would have complicated 
considerably the simplistic opposition upon 
which the book is based Feminists know that 
there is something comforting about simple 
dualistic oppositions, and challenging both the 
comfort and the dualism is in part what 
f cminism is all about Moi's study is in some 
ways a challenging book, but the author relics 
too heavily on what have become 
commonplace oppositions between American 
naivete and French complexity. The fact that 
f cminist work in areas like film and popular 
culture docs engage productively with many 
of the issues raised by Moi suggests perhaps 
that f cminist criticism is better evaluated 
across a wide range of fields than limited to 
the artificial separation of literature from 
other forms of representation. 

Clara Schumann: The Artist and the Woman. 
By Nancy B. Reich 
(Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1985) 

by Gordon J. Dt La Vars, Dtpartmenl of English, The Ohio State University 

The life of Robert Schumann - by turns 
inspired and tragic - is famous in music 
history. It is a life that epitomizes the image 
of the doomed Romantic composer who, out of 
a "divine madness," produces soul-engulfing 
melodics, yet whose brilliance the world 
realizes only after an untimely death. In 
Schumann, of course, both brilliance and 
madness were dramatically evident Not so 
evident in fact, of ten ignored or 
misrepresented by historians - bas been the 
presence of bis wife, Clara Wieck Schumann, 
whose influence on her husband's work and on · 
the musical life of the nineteenth century has 
never been car cf ully examined 

In this compelling biography, Nancy Reich 

succeeds in making up for such neglect 
However, she does much more. She 
illuminates the figure of a strong, independent 
woman who struggled with the conflicting 
loyalties and demands forced on her by a 
possessive father and a tormented husband; 
and she illuminates the artistic genius, an 
acclaimed pianist-composer who in her time 
was considered the equal of Chopin and Liszt 
Moreover, as Reich notes, "born in an age 
when musical talent in a female was regarded 
only as an asset in the marriage market," and 
when it was generally felt that women were 
incapable of composing serious music, Clara 
Sbumann "built a glorious career that spanned 
sixty years." Her perf ormanccs made her one 
of the age's great virtuosi with compositions 

., 



(much of which are still unpublished) that 
more than repay study, "mirroring an age of 
great ferment" and shedding light on the music 
of the "new romantic" period. 

Reich divides her study of this remarkable 
woman into two expansive sections. Part I, 
"The Life of Clara Sbumann," includes, 
chronologically, her childhood and adolescence 
under the constant, stern, and manipulative 
tutelage of her father, Frederick Wieck, who 
all but abandoned the other members of bis 
family in· order to promote his eldest 
daughter's career; her courtship with and 
eventual marriage to Robert Shumann, a union 
that her father so savagely opposed that it bad 
to be protected through a series of long, costly 
legal battles; her years of marriage that saw 
her husband's meteoric rise as a composer and 
bis equally sudden mental collapse, leading to 
bis death in an asylum at forty-six; and her 
years alone until her death, a time enriched by 
renewed concert pcrf ormanccs and a loving 
friendship with Johannes Brahms, yet 
impoverished by the early deaths of four of 
her seven children. Part II, "Themes from the 
Life of Clara Shumann," comprises a series of 
short yet probing essays analyzing the various 
social and private features - persons, events, 
and forces - that shaped her ideas and work. 
Herc Reich more closely delineates Clara 
Schumann's views on "the woman and the 
artist," particularly her attitudes toward 
marriage and motherhood and bow these 
conditions affect the career of a performer 
and composer. 

The literary critic W. J. Harvey {Character 
and the Novc~ 196.5) has used the term "web of 
relationships" to describe that essential human 
context "in which any single character must be 
enmeshed" So, in Reich's portrait, we arc 
exposed to the complex and pervasive: nature 
of Clara Shumann's relationships, specifically 
with the men who figured most prominently at 
different stages in her life: her father, her 
husband, and her friend Brahms. Thus, more 
than reviewing abstractly the dangers and 
limitations faoed in her time by a woman who 
demanded a professional life in the arts, Reich 
f ocuscs narrowly 'JD the psychological cost of 

these relationships, beginning with the 
domineering father. This approach ultimately 
serves to make the obstacles that Clara 
Shumann confronted seem all the more 
immediate and real, and her triumphs, as a 
result, all the more impressive. 

The extent of Frederick Wieck's control 
over bis daughter is clear throughout this 
biography. He rigorously directed her early 
music training, formed her ideas (to the point 
of criticizing and revising her diary entries1 
and worked fiercely to ensure her success. He 
imposed cruel forms of discipline in her 
practice {be would of ten withhold new music, 
or make her do finger exercises for days, af tcr 
what be deemed a less-than- brilliant 
performance1 and violently berated in print 
unfavorable critics. Most notoriously, bis 
vindictive opposition to her love for Robert 
Schumann led, among other things, to bis 
rcf usal to give Clara all of her earnings from 
previous concerts, an action which she and 
Robert contested in court Y ct perhaps 
Wicck's most serious offense, as a father 
ostensibly committed to his child's welfare, 
was bis attempted isolation of Clara from her 
mother, whom be bad divorced when Clara 
was siL It was not until after her own 
marriage and break with her father that Clara 
"rediscovered her mother and her mother's 
love," a love that was thereafter given "warmly, 
immediately, and unselfishly." Not 
surprisingly, through all of this the father 
acted more the oppressed than the oppressor, 
feeling that his daughter should be 
submissively gratcf ul for all he had done on 
her behalf, at one point declaring during a 
successful concert tour that "Clara can never 
compensate me for what I am doing for her." 
This complaint, remarks Reich, although made 
half-mockingly, "was a motif that ran through 
bill relationship with Clara from that time on." 

From thii tyranny Clara Schumann turned 
to her husband; yet she found that the 
coldness and distance he frequently showed 
toward her - the result of the intensity of his 
creative life and of suspicion born of jealousy 
for her obvious artistic achievements - could 
be as constricting as her father's 



uncompromising rule. Indeed, an almost 
hidden feature of Clara and Robert 
Schumann's marriage, yet one that Reich 
deftly exposes, was the professional rivalry 
between husband and wife, instigated by 
Clara's commitment to remain a concert 
performer. Ironically, given the contemporary 
opinion of women's ability in music and 
business, Clara was able to earn more money 
in one month from a few concerts than Robert 
could earn in a year of furious publication. 
While Reich is quick to affirm that Robert 
was overall a gentle and loving spouse, she 
does suggest that his insistence on a large 
family may have been in part a way of 
discouraging, or even putting a halt to, his 
wife's performances. However, adds Reich, "he 
did not reckon with her determination." 
Independent, proud, and determined, "she 
persisted in her professional career and 
savored both the money and fame." 

Such determination and persistence were 
responsible for supporting her f amity during 
Robert's collapse and paying for his 
hospitalization. Yet perhaps an equal, if not 
greater, tragedy to that of Robert Shumann's 
rapid decline was Clara's being prevented 
from seeing her husband for nearly all of the 
two years he spent in the asylum (an action 
which historians have often implied, wrongly, 
was somehow taken at her request~ Of those 
closest to Clara Schumann, only Brahms seems 
truly to have understood and appreciated both 
her need to perform and the depth of her 
anguish over this exclusion from Robert's 
suffering, together with the ensuing burdens 
that these presented. Their friendship, while 
sometimes stormy, was the most undemanding 
of all her relationships, and a source of great 
joy and reassurance, especially after Robert 
Schumann's death. 

What Reich succeeds best in showing 
(principally by the liberal use throughout the 
book of diary entries and correspondence) is 
the complex nature of Clara Schumann's 
personal perspectives, attitudes that, 
considered in isolation, may appear 
contradictory. Yet taken within the context of 
her time and society, they reveal the dilemma 
faced by an intelligent, resourceful, creative 

woman pulled between the forces of 
conformity and independence, between the 
needs of those she loved and her avowed duty 
to herself. Such conflicts, of course, attest to 
the complexity of existence in any age; yet for 
Clara Schumann they served as catalyst for the 
difficult balance of sacrifice and integrity that 
in the end proved her greatest strength. If, as 
Reich points out, Clara's feelings about 
motherhood "progressed from enthusiasm to 
ambivalence," her responsibility for the many 
children that Robert demanded was assumed 
by her alone after his death, when her family 
depended solely on her artistry for their 
welfare. If she found marriage to a creative 
genius so intimidating that she "frequently 
expressed fears that she might embarrass 
herself or him," she was able to write proudly 
that "the practice of art is, after all, a great 
part of my inner self. To me, it is the very air 
I breathe." If she consulted her husband, or 
men friends such as Mendelssohn and Brahms, 
for both personal and professional advice, 
there was no question of a "weaker sex" as far 
as her musicianship was concerned. "She bad 
been trained as a professional, she was a 
figure of power and authority in the musical 
world before she was forty, and as an artist 
was either extravagantly admired or fiercely 
criticized by both men and women." In what 
today would be considered at best an oblique 
compliment, yet what was then viewed as 
sincere praise, the violinist Joseph Joachim 
once remarked to her: "In any case, you are, 
as far as art is concerned, 'man enough."' 

Reich concludes her biography with a look 
at Clara Schumann as teacher, a profession to 
which she was also seriously committed from 
youth and which she found as richly 
rewarding as the concert stage. Her loyalty to 
her students was '1egendary," yet did not 
involve only the training of future virtuosi. 
As a former student from the Frankfurt 
Conservatory recalled, "to her each pupil 
represented a sacred trust, not only in music, 
but as a character, and she influenced us for 
good in every way." Thus, Reich notes, as a 
teacher Clara Schumann "demonstrated the 
same qualities that made her a great artist" 
Among these qualities were a "resolute and 
determined spirit," "high ideals and scrupulous 



attention to details," and an "emphasis on 
expressivity and tone" - all which Reich 
claims represent Clara Schumann's "legacy to 
the future." Yet to these should be added 
another important quality, all the more 

remarkable for the historical period in which 
it developed and the prevailing perceptions 
that it abjured: an indefatigable devotion to 
the free pursuance of a life that does honor to 
one's art and to one's self. 

Nicargua: The People Speak. 
By Alvin Levie 
(Massachusetts: Bergin & Garvey Publishers, Inc. 198.5) 

By Tania Ramalho, Cer,ter for Women's Studies, The Ohio State University. 

In the present conservative atmosphere of 
support for counter-revolutionary wars, Alvin 
Levie's book is a welcome contribution to 
peace. The author's purpose is to record and 
present voices from the Nicaraguan people 
five years after the Sandinistas displaced the 
dictatorship of the Somoza family. 

In the forward, Professor Richard Streb of 
Columbia University outlines the history of 
Nicaragua and its relations with the United 
States. Geopolitics plays a central role. The 
Panama Canal is becoming technologically 
outdated and it is too narrow for many of 
today's larger ships. Since the time of its war 
with Mexico, the U.S. government has been 
attracted by the possibility of a new and faster 
canal through Nicaragua. 

Streb reminds us of the history of direct 
U.S. intervention in Nicaragua. In 1856 the 
commander of a mercenary army, William 
Walker, invaded Nicaragua and declared 
himself president. Nicaragua's independence 
is celebrated on the day Walker lost his last 
battle, September 14. Later in the century Jose 
Zelaya was elected president. A progressive 
man, Zelaya established several development 
programs and would not yield to U.S. pressure 
to build a canal His firm stand led the U.S. to 
choose Panama instead, and to threaten direct 
intervention in Nicaragua. Zelaya resigned, 
and American economic interests once more 
reigned supreme. 

In 1912 the marines were sent to control 
popular reaction against U.S. domination. 
They stayed for twenty-two years, leaving in 

1934 after suppressing the 1926-27 rebellion of 
Augusto C. Sandino. U.S. marines trained and 
equipped the indigenous national guard 
About the Guardia's commander, Anastasio 
Somoza, president F. D. Roosevelt said: "He 
may be a son-of-a-bitch, but be is our 
son-of-a-bitch." 

With these historical facts in mind, one 
eagerly turns to discover what the 
Nicaraguans have to say. Levie spoke with 
people from all walks of life but deliberately 
avoided the officials of the revolution and of 
the counter-revolution. He found the 
Nicaraguans to be "breathtaking in their 
variety." Levie visited thirteen of the country's 
sixteen departments, and he reports bis 
interviews in four chapters. In Chapter One 
he presents the interviews with the people of 
Managua, the metropolitan capital of over a 
half million people. In Chapter Two we hear 
from the campesinos, Somoza's "oxen." 
Chapter Three covers the inhabitants of cities 
and towns such as Granada, Masaya, Rivas, 
Esteli, Chinandega, and Matagalpa. The fourth 
chapter includes interviews of people from the 
sparsely populated Atlantic Coast, where 
Blacks, Creoles, and Miskito Indians share 
native and Caribbean culture, speak English, 
and attend Protestant churches. 

Interviewees' opinions range from 
complete support to total disregard for the 
Sandinista government. Trust in revolutionary 
process is greater among Nicaragua's poor 
than among its urban middle and upper 
classes. This comes as no surprise. As Levie 
puts it, "in 1979, power - political and 



economic - was wrenched from one class by 
another after prolonged, bloody conflict The 
large landowners, industrialists, merchants, and 
their allies lost The long-suffering 
campesinos, wage workers and their allies won. 
It was as simple as that" 

Most peasants and working class people 
see themselves as having benefitted from the 
''Triumph," as the revolution is called Men 
and women report about their work, their 
families, and events that have marked their 
lives. Most share defense and other 
community activities. The interest in 
obtaining further education is widespread, and 
many attend schools. Nicaraguans hold high 
aspirations for themselves and their children. 
They arc determined to risk their lives if 
necessary to achieve the post-war bright 
future they foresee. 

Levie dedicates Chapter Five to the war 
and the struggle for f rcedom. The interview 
with Dania Buitano Colcma offers an· example 
of women's participation in the building of 
this new society. Dania acted as a courier for 
the Sandinistas when she was a skinny, 
unobtrusive little girl of 10: "I did it because 
my brother asked me to." She was never 
stopped by the soldiers of the Guardia, though 
she was always afraid of them. Dania received 
political education on the job: "They told me 
about the struggle - why they were fighting, 
what they were fighting for. _ They gave me 
things to read, to study. Slowly I learned to 
put things together. I became a militant." 

After the Triumph, Dania taught in the 
literacy campaign, helped to organize the 
Sandinista youth, harvested sugar cane, and 

escorted bodies of companeros killed by the 
contras. Today Dania is the political 
commissar of an eight hundred person 
volunteer militia, she mothers her one year old 
son, and attends night school At the time of 
the interview she was only seventeen. 

Dania's revolutionary consciousness is 
feminist She says: "We all have obligations to 
respect one another, regardless of age or sex. 
It happens rarely, but I have experienced 
violations. That is because of my age or 
because I am a woman. So far I have been 
able to resolve this every time. Usually a 
political discussion is enough. Sometimes a 
political discussion is not enough. Then I 
have a good temper. I've learned that when I 
have to I can put anyone in his right place. 
Anyone, anytime." 

What if Dania were to talk with the 
supporters of the men who killed her brother 
Mario and thousands of other Nicaraguans?-
Would a political discussion be enough, or 
would she have to lose her temper? 
Concerning the right of Nicaragua to self-
dctcrmination, I hope that reason and 
generosity will prevail against dogmatism, 
greed, and the old-f ashioncd foreign policy of 
aggression. Eventually each people will follow 
a different path in the process of eliminating 
exploitation, poverty, and degradation from 
their nations. I trust that we will learn to 
accept the multiplicity of economic and 
political solutions that arc likely to result 
Because mutual understanding begins with 
listening to each other, we thank Alvin Levin 
for giving us the different points-of-view from 
the people of Nicaragua. 



Technology and Rural Women. 
Edited by Htikhar Ahmed 
(London: George Allen and Unwin, 1985.) 

by Claire Robertson, Center for Women's Studies and Department of History, 
The Ohio State University 

Technology and Rural Women is a volume 
sponsored by the International Labor Office 
consisting of three parts: Part I has two 
papers dealing with theoretical approaches to 
the problems of rural Third World women in 
development by Bhaduri and Whitehead; Part 
II has two more specific empirical overviews 
of the impact of technological change on 
women in agriculture by Agarwal and Carr; 
and Part III bas four African case studies 
from Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. 
The focus is primarily African, with some 
comparative perspectives from Asia, especially 
India. The contributors are Indians, Africans, 
and Europeans of varying professional 
backgrounds; some are academics, but more 
are development economists working in 
various capacities with the U.N. or the 
International Labor Office. The gist of the 
volume is therefore more practical than it is 
theoretical 

It is apparent from this volume that the 
International Labor Office in the person of 
Iftikbar Ahmed believes it bas discovered 
women, and more specifically, the field of 
women in development Ahmed says that "this 
volume bas established-that rural women are 
systematically denied access to land rights, 
resources, skills, training, farm inputs, 
knowledge, extension services and the modern 
means of production." Thus, readers may not 
learn anything new here, especially if they are 
already acquainted with women and 
development literature going back some 
fifteen years. Certainly readers will not learn 
anything new that is theoretical Recent 
efforts to integrate feminist analysis into the 
women and development debate are almost 
completely absent from this volume, the 
exception being brief efforts in the article by 
Ann Whitehead which attempts an overview 
of the impact of technological change on rural 

women. The lack of feminist analysis permits 
such gaffes as those committed by 
Ventura-Dias in her article on Kenya. She 
misunderstands sources in asserting that 
women's biological role in reproduction is 
necessarily linked to women's nurturing and 
socializing roles (misreading June Nash who 
criticizes that notion) and denies economic 
value to women's domestic work, echoing one 
of E.F. Sbumacber's lesser moments, in saying 
that the employment of women can be 
uneconomic if the private sector bas to bear 
the costs of social services for childcare and 
education that are "freely done by 
housewives." Thus, Ahmed can say in 
summing up the book that "gender 
hierarchy-does not have the same analytical 
base as class hierarchy" - certainly not in the 
otherwise extensive bibliography provided 
here. Equally, it is unsurprising to find no 
critical analysis of bow bearing exclusive 
responsibility for household tasks contributes 
to women's oppression and no suggestions for 
reforming the sexual division of labor. 

What do we find, then? Withdrawing the 
pretensions of grandeur, there are a number of 
serviceable surveys of the literature on the 
impact of technological change on rural 
women which also suggest practical methods 
for reform. I do not recommend reading the 
volume straight through since poor editing 
resulted in too much repetition (as well as 
annoying misspelling of names and 
typographical errors). But I am happy that 
development economists are seriously dealing 
with this issue, although it should be noted 
that, with the exception of the editor, all the 
contributors are female and part of the women 
and development community. When such a 
volume emerges out of the predominantly 
male development economist community, 
perhaps some of the suggested improvements 



will be implemented. As it stands, this is a 
useful volume mostly for its empirical studies 
by Date-Bah, Adekanye, and Stevens which go 
into minute detail concerning processes 
performed by women and possible or actual 
technological change and its impact For 
instance, the Adekanye essay is a most 
detailed study of mechanized versus 
non-mechanized cassave processing in Nigeria, 
which concludes that traditional processing is 
more economically efficient. Their policy 
recommendations are worth attention, 
although flawed by the assumption of status 
quo in the sexual division of labor. The 
Date-Bah article broadly surveys in detail most 
activities carried out by rural Ghanaian 
women, while Stevens does the same for Sierra 
Leonean women. The flaw emerges in 
Ahmed's conclusion, where he observes that 
creating more income- generating activities for 
African women by using technological 
improvements to shorten time spent in 
domestic labor might not work because 
husbands might withdraw household support 
on the assumption that women could handle it 
alone with more income. This is the only 
point at which the volume verges on breaking 
new ground, a point reinforced by Ahmed's 
insistence on analysts' inclusion of 
"gender-based intra-household discrimination" 
in research and policy considerations. 

Most of the articles suffer from tunnel 
vision regarding women and technological 
change which does not critically consider the 
overall sexual division of labor and workings 
of the household economy. Indeed, Date-Bah 
says new techniques introduced "must not 
generate undue conflict with the social values 
and tastes of the target group" before 
recommending that rural adolescent 
elementary school girl graduates be used as 
childminders in cooperatives to relieve rural 
mothers of responsibilities. Date-Bah forgets 
unemployed rural male youth who mostly 
migrate to become unemployed in towns, and 
middle and secondary school for such girls. 

Although there is much of value in the 
volume, at a point it becomes dysfunctional to 
assume the status quo in seeking solutions. 
The limits of self-help strategies by women 
have been explored elsewhere in the literature, 
while governments have more often than not 
been resistant to meaningful change for 
women lest it threaten male privilege. 
Perhaps, then, the best justification for this 
volume is that it amasses large amounts of 
information in reviewing the literature in such 
a form that governments and male 
development specialists should not find it 
threatening. If many of the suggestions were 
carried out, rural women would be better off. 
But many of African rural women's 
disadvantages are attached not only to 
patriarchal structures, but also to the low 
priority placed on development of food crop 
agriculture by governments. The problems of 
how to implement structural changes are not 
handled here, much less the constraints 
imposed on the governments and the market 
by incorporation in a subordinate position into 
the world capitalist economy. 

Nonetheless, I will cease quibbling; there 
is always room for good detailed studies of 
women's work whose data can then be 
converted to more analytical use. I wish more 
organizations like the International Labor 
Office would discover women, no matter how 
tardily. And I am particularly glad to sec 
included work done by women nationals of the 
countries discussed, whose familiarity with 
local conditions can rarely be matched by 
outsiders, and whose voices are too seldom 
heard in the women and development 
literature. If some reinvention of the wheel 
occurs, perhaps it is inevitable. By such steps, 
perhaps, feminism too will be reinvented as 
people further analyze the implications of 
their results - a feminism fully informed by 
local conditions but, I hope, not overly 
constrained by them into sacralizing custom. 
The next I.L.O. book might even be edited by 
a woman! 
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